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Let the stochastic process x(t) be the solution of the diffusion equation

*«) =   f a(r, x(r))dr + f <r(r)dy(r), 0 S < S 1,

*(0) - 0,

where y(t) is Brownian motion and a, at and a are continuous real-valued

functions satisfying

(1) 0< e £ <r(t) Û —
t

and

*«,*)-/

d C"
(2) — a(t, x) = a%(t, x) =  I    i^A(p, t)dfi,

dx J-„

(1+ |M|)| Afa,t)\du£ K < <*>.

The existence and uniqueness of solutions to such equations is proved in

[l, p. 277 ff ]. Note that conditions (1) and (2) imply HI, H2, and H3 which
are assumed there. Let F be the set of functions on the space of continuous

paths from 0 to 1 of the form f(x) =/(*(ii), • • • , x(tn)) where / is a bounded

function on Rn with bounded second derivatives and (i,) are points in [0, l].

For each real-valued function m on [0, 1 ] satisfying

(3) m(t) -  I   m'(s)ds, f (m'(s))*ds < *,
J o «'0

we define a group Ta of transformations on F by

Tafix) - /(*«0 + am(h), • ■ ■ , «(O + am(ln))

and a set Pa of probability measures by closing the f unctionals JfdPa = E(Taf)
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on F. (We will write P for Po.) It is not true in general that the Pa are mu-

tually absolutely continuous nor even that the Ta can be extended to meas-

urable transformations [3 ]. We shall prove that this is true under assumptions

(1), (2), and (3) and find a formula for log (dPa/dP).

We define an operator D on F by

(Df)(x) = - (Taf)(x) |_o,
da

and a function 0O in L2(P) by

0o(s) =  f -dy(t).
J n

m'(t) - m(t)a2(t, x(t))

The existence of the stochastic integral </>0 follows from conditions (1), (2)

and (3) [l, p. 426 ff].

Lemma 1. For any f^F

f <f>oTafdP = — f TJdP.

Proof. Suppose 0<h<<2< ■ ■ • <<n<l and define

/(A, 0 = expji ¿ \jX(tf) + iXx(t)\

and

g(X, i) = j 4>of(\, t)dP - i( ¿ XMh) + x«w) / M flaP

for all X and tnèt^l. The sample functions of the process x(t) are almost all

continuous and this plus the dominated convergence theorem implies that g

is continuous in the pair (X, t). Writing d/dt for the right hand derivative we

have

d r C (e''x4x - 1)
- g(X, /) = lim 0o/(X, t)-dP
dt «-x>+ l_ J à

- « ( Z M»fo) + MO ) J f(K t) -—-—- dP

{m(t + 5) - m(t)) C
- iX —-J--— J f(X, t)dP

f(X,t)-dP\.
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The first term is

lim — j <*>o/(X, t) MX I       a(r, x(r))dr + ¿X f      (r(T)ay(r)
»-•0+   S J L     J I J Í

= ixj <t>of(\, t)a(t, x(t))dP

+ lim — j      dr I /(X, í)K(t) - í»(r)a2(T, *(t))]¿P

j-o+ 25 J| J L«/o ff(r) J

using dominated convergence to get the first subterm and properties of the

stochastic integral to get the other two. Further

¿X  C,+i     C
lim — I      ¿T I /(X, /)K(t) - m(T)a,(T, *(r))]¿P
J-H>+   8 •/( J

= lim — (m(t + 5) - >»(*)) f /(X, OdP - «Mfl f /(X, <)ai(<, *(0)¿P

and

j->o+ 25 J, ./ L«/o ít(t) J

-xv(fl r
= —-—J /(X, 0*o¿P.

A similar calculation shows that

/(<"• -1)         r                    xv(o r/(X,0--d^ = »X I }{\,t)a{t,x{t))dP-| f(\,t)dP.
ô                      J                                       2     J

lim
«->o+

Incorporating these in the original formula gives

d -XV«)d -XV(0 C
-S(\t) =-:-*(M) + ¿X     0o/(X, <)o(/f *«)<*P
or 2 •/

- i\m(t) I /(X, /)a2(/, s(0)d-P

- tX í ¿ ¿ X,w(/y) + tXw(/) J f /(X, Qa(<, x{t))dP.
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Using the Fourier transforms of a and 02 and interchanging dp and dP integra-

tions gives

d f° XV(/)
- «(X, 0 = iX       g(X + ß,t)A iß, t)dß-—- g(X, t).
at J -m 2

Since |g(X, í)|áS + C|X|

d _   /•<• XV2(f)
- ( I f (X, t) V) - 2 ReiXg(X, t)       g(X + p, t)AQi, t)dß-~- | g(X, 0 |J
Of •/ -oo 2

á(5i|x|  + C1|x|2)|g(X,f)|  -^- U(X,/)|2.

Suppose now n = 0 so that |g(X, 0)| =0. If, for fixed X, |g(X, i)| takes its

maximum at /(X)>0 and not before, then every interval to the left of /(X)

contains a point where the right hand derivative of | g(X, t) |2 is non-negative;

in particular this must be so for the t where |g(X, t)\ is a minimum for this

interval. At each of these points |g(X, t)\ ^Bi+Ct\\\~l from the above in-

equality, and since max|g(X, t)\ is a limit of these this inequality holds at all

points of the interval. This implies that g(X, f) is bounded so that h(t)

= supx I g(X, i) I is a bounded measurable function and

4 ( I &> 012) ^ 5» I xs(x, 01 *(/) - v I x*(x> 012-
at L

Now by a similar argument |Xg(X, /)| ûBài{t)ûBh so that d|g(X, t)\*/dt

èBih2(t). It also follows from this that A is continuous since \h(t)—h(to)\

^256/|Xo| +|supixisix.i U(X, t)\ -sup|x|S|x0i |g(X,io)|| and this can be made

arbitrarily small by choosing first | Xo | large enough and then t close enough

to to since the function sup|x|S|\0i |g(X, i)| is continuous. Now it is easily

shown that |g(X, t)\ túCiJ¿hí(s)ds so that h^^Ctffa^ds and hence that
h = g = 0. If we have proved that g(X, /) = 0 for n á N, then g(X, <jv) = 0 and the

argument above can be used on the interval [tu, l] yielding an inductive

proof that g(X, t) = 0.
The above argument proves the lemma for f(x)=f(x(tî), ■ • • , x(tn))

when /=exp{i'^yXjX,} and it follows from this, for any a and b, that

Jbadaf4>oTafdP=J(Tif- Taf)dP for such/. An application of Fubini's theorem

extends this relation to all / whose Fourier transforms are bounded and

compactly supported, and hence to the algebra generated by these functions

and the function 1 for which the lemma holds trivially. By the Stone-Weier-

strass theorem such functions are uniformly dense in the algebra of functions

continuous on R" and at », so the integrated relation holds for all such

functions. Since any fin F can be approximated by a uniformly bounded set

(/„) of continuous functions of compact support converging at every (finite)

point to / this relation holds for all of F. The proof is now completed by
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differentiating this relation with respect to b which can be done since T„f is

Lt continuous for / in F.

Lemma 1 also holds for the conditional expectation of #o on the field

generated by the x(t) for / in [0, 1 ] which we shall call <f>. For every fin F

and a ^ 0 the operator V/(a) defined by

ItPWVM)g = exP|yJo T-ßfdß^T^g

takes F into itself and satisfies Vf(a) Vf(ß) = Vf(a+ß) and V)(0) = 7. It is

easily shown using Lemma 1 that

~J Vf(a)gdP -f(L-4J Vf(a)gdP.

Lemma 2. For any N there exists a sequence (/») from F converging to

min(</>, N)=<t>\ in L2(P) and satisfying sup/„íáJW For any such sequence

(/„), any g in F, and any aèzOthe sequence V/H(a)g has a unique limit D^ifii) Tlag

in Li(P). This convergence for fixed g is uniform in a on every finite interval.

Proof. Since F is dense in Ls(P) there is a sequence (g»), gn(x)

= èn(x(h), • • • , x(tj)) from F converging to <£#. Then min (g„, N) also con-

verges to <t>.y and the desired sequence can be gotten by convoluting

min (|„, N) with a sequence (c„) of functions having bounded second deriva-

tives and supports contained in sufficiently small neighborhoods of 0. It will

be sufficient to prove the remainder of the lemma for g = l. Setting V/(a)l

— Df{ot), we have

£ f | Z>,„(«) - Dfm(a) \HP

= rf lßv.(«) - 2DMm(a) + DVm(a)]dP
daJ

= / [(/» - *)0V» - (/» +/• + H)DMm(a) + (fm     4>)DVm(.a))dP

+ /(/-- /.)(^v.(«) - Du+ím{a))dP

á   [||/-- 04   +Ü/M- /.||]4*»-

which implies Lemma 2.

Lemma 3. ||Z?.v(a)r_„g|| S»||g|| /or any g tn P. // Fjv(a) « </re extension of
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this operator to Lt(P) then Vn(a) is a strongly continuous semigroup satisfying

\\V„(9)\\S1.

Proof.

yj I Vin(a)g\HP = /(/»- 4>)(VVu(a)W)dP

á||/„-^|k-sup \g{x)\

and this implies the first assertion. It is easily shown that V/H(oi)g is strongly

continuous for any g in F and this plus uniform convergence in a implies the

strong continuity of Fjv(a)g for g in F, but since F is dense in Lt(P) and

|| ^w(a)|| è 1 this is sufficient to prove the strong continuity of VN(ce). Finally

for g in F

\\VN(a)Vs(fi)g - VN(a + ß)g\\ g \\VN(a)(VN(ß)g - Vfu(ß)g)\\

+ \\(V¡,(a) - Vfn(a))Vfli(ß)g\\ + \\Vfn(a + ß)g - VN(a + ß)g\\

Ú \\VN(ß)g - V,n(ß)g\\ + ^sup| g(x) | \\VN(a)l - F,„(«)l||

+ \\Vfn(a + ß)g-V!f(« + ß)g\\,

which can be made arbitrarily small and this trivially implies the semigroup

equality for all elements of Li(P).

On F define ÂNf=(l/2)<j>Nf-Df and Âf=(l/2)<i>f-Df, and let An and
A be their respective closures.

Lemma 4. A k is the generator of Vn(oi) and for any X > 0, / in F and finite

a and b

(X-Ay)j e-*VN{a)fda = e-*Vs(o)f - e-*VN(b)f.

Proof. fae~aXVfn(a)gda is in F and converges to fhae~aXVn(ct)gda for all g

in F. We have

(X- AN)f e-°Wfn(a)gda

= -(/»- *n) f r*V,n(a)gda + e-*Vf„(a)g - e-*Vfn(b)g
2 J a

-> e-WN(a)g - e-<*VN(b)g

since

e-ttXVfn(a)gda   ^ \\f„ - <^||  I   e"aV* sup | g(x) | da -» 0.

Let A be the generator of F.v(a) and suppose that \>N, then as o—»0 and
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b—>oo in the above we get (X—í4jí)(\ —4)-1g = g for all g in F and hence for

all g and this implies that An contains A. Finally, for g in F

VN(a)g - g + lim   f V/.03)[(l/2)/Bg - Dg]dß
it-»«  J o

= g + lim   f V,.03)[(l/2)^g - Dg\dß
B->»     «/ 0

= g + faVN(ß)ANgdß
•'o

so Zg = lim«..o ((Piv(e)g—g)/«) =-4tfg. which shows that J contains An and

completes the proof.

Lemma 5. Vn{c¿) converges strongly to a strongly continuous semigroup V(a)

with generator A.

Proof. It is easily seen that Vit{a)l is a nondecreasing set of functions

and since fVtt(a)ldP^\\ Vw(a)l\\ ^1 it converges almost everywhere. This

implies that Vn(a)f converges for all/in Pand this plus the uniform bounded-

ness of || VW(a)|| implies that all F¿\r(a)/ converge. If lim^..» Vjf(a)f= V(a)f,

then || V(a)f\\ g||/|| and || V(a+ß)f- V(a) V(ß)f\\ = II V(a+ß)f- VN(.a+ß)f\\
+11 VN(a) ( VN(ß) - V(ß))f\\ +11 ( VN(a) - V(a)) V(ß)f\\ can be made arbitrarily
small. For/in F

V(a)f = / + lim    f  VN(ß)ANfdß

= / + lim    f  VN(ß)Afdß

= /+ faV(ß)Afdß
J o

which shows that V(a)f is strongly continuous for f in F and hence for all /.

This equation also shows, as in the proof of Lemma 4, that the generator of

V(a) contains A.

Now if Kn is any sequence which converges to », f$Ke-"xV}i(.ct)fdct con-

verges to fôe~aXV(a)fda. The proof of the lemma will be complete if we can

show that (K—A)fôe~aXV(a)fda=fior all/and this will be implied if we can

show it for / in P.

e-<*VN(a)fda
o

i rKN
= — (*w - </>) I       e-*VH{a)fda - e-K»WN(KN)f + /.

2 J o
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Since the second term goes to 0 it will be sufficient to show that \\<f>N— <t>\\

fo"eaN sup |/| da goes to 0 for some Kn converging to ». If (<£o)at is the

original <f>0 chopped at N then the conditional expectation of (#o)jv on the

field generated by the x(t)'s is less than or equal to 4>n so \\<j> —4>n\\

á||*o-(*oV||. We have *o=*+ij(l) where #-/J(m'(s)/a(s))dy(s) and

lit) = -Mm(s)ai(s> x(s))/<r(s))dy(s). Since 0^tf>0-(tf>oV^-^iv+'j(l)
— 1at(1) the two pieces can be handled separately. ^ is a Gaussian random

variable so ||^ — ̂ at|| á e~Bl,i for some B > 0. Also setting F(t)

= -m(t)a2(t, x(t))/a(t) and defining £(*) to be 1 if fi>F(s)dy(s)^N and 0
otherwise we have

*(fl - W(0 -  f F(sn(s)dy(s).
Jo

Hence, using | F(t) | g C,

P(n(t) ^ N + I) ^ E(\v(t) - r,N(t)\2)      ,

= f £(F2(i)f(j))di g C2 f P(ij(í) è iV)dí
J o Jo

and this relation plus P(r)(t) ^0)^1 yields by induction P(rj(i) ¡äiV)

g (At)"/NI This gives

11,(0 -,CD**£-(» + !-*,.*^^

and by Stirling's formula this goes to 0 like eDiyr log w for some D.

Theorem. Under assumptions (1), (2), and (3):

(i)  PAe measures Pa are mutually absolutely continuous.

(ii) ( Ta) can be extended to a group of measurable linear transformations on

all measurable functions preserving bounds and satisfying T„{Jg) = {Taf){Tag).

(iii) log dPa/dP=f0xT-p4>dß for any measurable version of T-ß4>.

(iv) V(a)f= (dPa/dP)ll2T-af is a strongly continuous unitary group

with generator A.

Proof. Since A generates a semigroup the range of i A —il is all of Pä(P).

A similar argument using ta= P_a and <$= — (¡> will prove that the range of

iA+il is all of Lî(P). These facts plus the symmetry of i A show that i A

is self adjoint and this proves (iv). The proof of (i) follows from this for if (/„)

is a sequence from F decreasing to 0 almost everywhere with respect to Pa

then Tafn decreases to 0 almost everywhere with respect to P and /|/„| 2dPß

=J\T(afn)\*dP=f\Vß-aTßfn\*dP=fD(ß-ay\Tafn\*dP->0 by the domi-
nated convergence theorem. The extension of Ta to all functions measurable on

the extended field is now straightforward. To prove (iii) assuming a > 0, choose
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a uniformly bounded sequence (/«,«) from F with limn*.a)f*,u=4t/,u almost

everywhere where

N ii *(*) > N,

<l>N.si(x) -   <b(x) if -M á *(*) á iV,

-M if $(*) < - M.

Now JoT-fifn.Mdß converges on » to J%T-g^NiUdß in Li(P) so a subsequence

converges almost everywhere. « can be chosen as a function of M to make the

sequence/»(M),3í converge to <¡>n in 7.2(P) and

exp<—J    T-afnw^dßi -exp<—J   r^^d/sl   -* 0 as Af-+oc.

Thus

DN(a) = lim exp|—J    r_¿/„ <*).*<#> = expj—J    r_,<M|8|

and

D(a) - [S]l/2=iimexp{T/oV-^á4=exp{f/oVW-

The restriction in the above theorem that cr not depend on x(t) seems es-

sential for without it one is led intuitively to the formula

/" m(t)a2(t, x(t))y'(t) fl »'(0 ~ m(t)a2(t, x(t))
4>(x) =  I-dy(t)+ I-dy(t)

Jo o-(t) Jo o~(t)

and the first integral is rather strongly "divergent."

The technique used in this paper was suggested by the solution to the

corresponding problem where x(t) is a Gaussian stochastic process. There,

if R(s, t) = E(x(s)x(t)) is the autocorrelation function for x(t) and if »1(5)

=/0tP(î, t)dF(t) the infinitesimal generator again has the form Af=(l/2)<bf

—Df where now <b(x) = J\\x(t)dF(t) [2]. We hope in future papers to apply this

technique to other similar problems.
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